Edinburgh: Mapping The City (Mapping The Cities Series)
Maps can tell much about the story of a place that traditional histories fail to communicate. This is particularly true of Edinburgh, one of the most visually stunning cities in Europe and a place rich in historical and cultural associations. This lavishly illustrated book features 80 maps of Edinburgh that have been selected for the particular stories they reveal about different political, commercial, and social aspects of the region. Together, they present a fascinating insight into how Edinburgh has changed and developed over the last 500 years, and will appeal to all those with an interest in Edinburgh and Scottish history, as well as anyone interested in urban history, architectural history, town planning, and the history of cartography.
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**Customer Reviews**

A most fantastic book of approx. 300 pages. Lush with maps of all sorts... more diagrammatic in nature than, say, a typical ordnance or road map, these combine to portray the history of Edinburgh over the past several centuries, revealing such things as 'The Earliest Buildings of the First New Town', 'Announcing the Greek Revival', 'Mapping the Typhoid Outbreak to Track Down Its Source', 'The Usher Hall on the Meadows' (!), 'Fact, Fiction and Craig's Original Plan for New Edinburgh'.... The subject matter of these maps and the depth and detail allocated to the accompanying written narrative is captivating, exciting and enlightening. Who ever knew that there were maps of Edinburgh that looked at the city and its going ons in the manner so many of these maps do. 'The Arrival of the Railways', 'Mapping the Speed of Sound for the Time Gun' (the One O'clock Gun in
the castle), 'The Caldonia's Tunnel Along Princes Street', 'Tuberculosis as a Window on Late Victorian Edinburgh Society'... See what I mean? Diversity. Yet through it all the the focus is on central Edinburgh (that's all there was, really) with much of it on the actual city centre and also Leith.Edinburgh: Mapping the City is a fantastic compendium of maps, diagrams, details and text that will enthrall anyone with a love for that wonderful city. Very highly recommended.

Got this book for Xmas I just love it it full of wonderful details of the city of edinburgh with 71 maps and very intresting not about the history of the town people and social life in the city though out history.

Great collection of information on the city; a very easy book to dip in and out of.

Intelligent, thought provoking, beautifully presented.
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